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PRACTICE SHEET 22 

SUBJECT- BUSINESS STUDIES 

CLASS 12 

GENERAL INSTRUCTION TO THE EXAMINEES. 

1. All the questions are compulsory. 
2 For questions having more than on part the answers to those parts are to be written together in continuity. 

3. If there is any emor difference /contradiction in Hindi & English version of the question paper, the 

question of the Hindi version should be treated valid. 

SECTIONS-A Ix12-12 

1. 

a) 1986 (b) 1954 (c) 1976 (d)1985 
Which year consumer production act was made? 

(a) 1986 (b) 1954 ()1976 (d)1985 

What is the amount that the buyeo pays as consideration for the purchases of the product of service? 

(a) Price determination (b) Packaging (c) Brand (d) all of these 

Treasury bills are basically called? 

(a) Instrument of short term borrowing (b) Long term borrowing 

(c) Instrument of capital market (d)share capital 
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4. 

(T) feT 

(FT) FHOTda 

What is the primary function of management? 
(a) Direction (b) Planning (c) Organization (d)Controlling 

5. 

(T)hH HRGT 

Planning the risks of uncertainty. 

(a) Reduces (b) Increase (c) Both A,B (dhnone of these 

6. 

(T) 3Htit (á) T5NICH (H) HARICH% (3T) THTT À 
Selection is a process: 

(a) Useful (b) Negative (c) Positive (d)ineffective 

1. 

(T)ATYT 

(F) 37HT4AT () aETT 
What is the person who uses the object Called? 

(a) Trader (b) Seller (c) Consumer (d)Buyer 
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8 v7 3HT AAT EAT TTTEU- 

(T)Teff (a) fAaiaard 

(ET) 3ATFATarart 

A good leader must be- 

(a) Visionary (b) Prineipled (c) Self Confident (d) All of these 

(T) farc aer () HTAT Taua 

Entrepreneurship Development programme is an important equipment of- 
(a) Finance management (b) Material Management 

(c) Human resource development (d) none of these 

10 7er HTATFT YTATaT AT- 

(T) 3fas 

Father of general principal of management is -

(a) Urvick (b) F.W. Tailor 

(c) Henri Feyal (d) none of these 

11 &a 7 aEa 

() 347u (áT) (án) HIFUAT 3T HFHIT (EM) fa5TH (37) à HEAT

The Motivating elements of Hajburg are 

(a) Achievement (b) Recognition and honor 

(c) Development (d) All of these
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Entrepreneurs rave the way for balance Economie developrment 

(a) Yale Bajin (b) Pro. Nark Se 

(c) Ribsom (d) none of these 

Fill up the blanks (IX66) 

01. 

Near the state commission . cases can be clainmed. 

The initiative to apply the scientific method in the field of management was taken by.... 

03. 

** ******* *** .. is the essence of management. 

04. Deciding what to do in future and how to do it is called. 

05. Customization of product and production of box or cover is called .... 

06. 

Is a process by which the attitude, skills and abilities of the enmployees ean be inereased? 
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1X12-12 

Who can file a complaint in a consumer court. 

02. 2 Hrit 7 U HEraquT Hla I 3cE GT 

State the one important sources of recruitment. 
03 

What is marketing write down. 

04. 3ityt HUR À ATAT 7I 

Explain the in formal communication. 

Explain the procedure & appointment. 
06. T5AFT 3N HaR YTAT fteT| 

Write down one element & communication process. 

Write down two characteristics & leadership. 
08. TaRTAAI HTÈRT `UT T Maia fHA T ? 

Who gave the theory of need order motivation. 

Write down two principal & direction. 

Write down how does planning provide directions? 

Write down two limitation of planning. 

What do you mean of Budget? 
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2x13-26 SECTIONS-B 

4. 

State the basic features of management as profession. 

5. 

Define scientific management state any one of it principles. 
6. 

What is meant by recruitment? How is it different from selection? 

7. 

What are the main aspect in the definition of planning. 
8. 

Explain any three principles of directing. 

9. 

What are the responsibilities of a consumer? 

10. HTR TGZT TeTT FT? 
What are semantic barriers of communication? 

Importance of consumer protection from business point of view. 

Describe the functions of labeling in the marketing of products. 

Define advertising what are its main features. 

Distinguish between capital market and money market? 

15.rT fa $? 

What is a'Treasury Bill? 
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16 

How is the principal of 'Unity of command' useful to management ? Explain briefly. 

SECTIONS-C 4X3=12 

Explain the various money market instruments. 

HYAT 

OR 

Explain the various parts of NSE. 

01. F7 tzqa 02. TA HEZYA 03. fare ytzuA| 

Disuss the following techniques of scientific study: 

01. Time Study 02. Motion Study 03. Method Study. 

OR 

Explain the principle of' Scalar Chain' and 'gang plank' 

19. 

What is marketing concept? How does it help in the effective marketing of goods and services? 
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OR 

HYT? HH^T| 
What do you mean by channels of distribution? What functions do they play in the distribution of 

goods and services? Explain. 

Explain the procedure for selection of Employees. 

T OR 

What are the advantages of training to the individual and to the organization? 

3X4=12 
SECTIONS-D 

Management is considered to be both an art and science. Explain. 

372T 

OR 

"A Successful enterprise has to achieve its goals eflectively and efliciently". Explain. 

Explain the principles of scientific management given by Taylor 

372T 

OR 
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Explain the principles of management given by Fayol. 

What are the common barriers to effective communication suggest measure to overcome them. 

Discuss maslow's need hierarchy theory of motivation. 

HERN CR 

HOME 

OUPOFI NSTITU STAY 

STA 

NOTE: THIS IS ONLY A PRACTICE SHEET. DO NOT CONSIDER IT AS A B0ARD PAPER 
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